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A. Developing Vocabulary 

 

Q.1) Fill in the blanks with suitable words selected from the list given: 

(aspirations, critic, irrational, haughty, impulsive, gullible, hefty, venerable, protocol, integrity) 

1.The workers demanded -------------pay scales. 

2.The old man is a -----------man because he sacrificied everything for the sake of his neighbour. 

3. The officer’s ------------was not in question, but it was his colleague who was dishonest. 

4. The minister was angry because the new officer did not know the ----------- 

5.Young people have high------------- 

6.Anyone who makes a decision that defies reason is ------------- 

7.She has a rather --------------manner. 

8.A person who makes judgement about good and bad qualities of art, music,films etc. is called  

    a ------------- 

9. Don’t be -------------why must you believe everything you hear? 

10. Don’t be ------------.Think before you act. 

 

Q.2)Choose the correct meaning of underlined words in the following sentences: 

1. He is a deserter from the army and the police are looking for him. 

a) criminal   b)one who has left without permission    c)thief      d)spy 

2.After he suffered from heart attack, he decided to abstain from alcohol and smoking. 

  a) promise    b)enjoy     c)do without    d)accept 

3. It is difficult to compel Swiss Banks to remit money belonging to their customers to other 

countries. 

a)force       b)extract   c)take away    d)deliver 

4.Scientists are always engrossed in their research. 

   a) worried    b)confused    c) occupied     d)troubled 

5. The officer did not know the protocol, so he was baffled. 

  a) agreement    b)procedure     c)subject       d)address 

 

Q.3) Use appropriate prefixes in the blanks and complete the sentences: 

1. It is -----------(practical) to climb Everest during winter. 

2. The ------------(corruption) wing of the CBI has uncovered many cases of corruption. 

3.Sindhu and Sakshi won medals in sports at the ------------(national) level. 

4.If your handwriting is ----------(legible,) we can not read the letter properly. 



5.Because the machine had outlived its usefulness, the production manager proposed ---------

(place) to it. 

6.The finance department badly ------------(calculate) the costings for the new factory buildings. 

7.There’s something wrong with this bill. I think they’ve ------------(charge) 

8.Our major supplier is a large ------------(national)company,which always delivers on time. 

9.Manufacture of the components was to a -------------(contract) smaller company. 

 

Q.4) Use the correct form of the words given in brackets in the sentences by adding suffixes: 

1. Many people in the underdeveloped countries die of ------------(starve) 

2.It was only an -------------meeting. (accident) 

3.After his ------------from the window, his mother made an attempt to throw another shoe. 

(disappear) 

4. Books are easily -----------in our library. (access) 

5. How he has amassed all this property is ------------.(mystery) 

6.The potter shaped the earthen pot -----------(artistic) 

7. My brother wishes to -----------in mathematics and work in a university department.(special) 

8.---------of elections is a breach of our Constitution. (postpone) 

9. Commenting on the rising rape and murder incidents in the country is ---------(risk) 

10. In all ---------, the prices of commodities will increase in the wake of Government 

policies.(probable) 

 

Q.5)) Form new words by adding suffixes or prefixes to the following word and use them                    

in your own sentences: 

        just, gain, mind, nation, revolt, drama, usual, justice, realize, wither,legal, social, build, 

power, real, active, centre, custom, consider, care, sense, horrify, fool, care, humour, trouble, 

dirt, gold, love, 

 

Q.6)Separate the base words from prefixes and suffixes attached to the following words:       

Non-renewable, knowledgeable, foreseeable, expansionism, industrialization, 

productively,unquestionably ,tempestuous,decentralization, exploitative, ecologically, 

admittance 

 

Q.7) Prepare words by using following prefixes: 

         Un, in, de, dis, ex, il, im, in, mis, non, pre, pro, re, ir, mal, a, anti, uni, mono, bi, tri, multi, 

poly, co, post, fore, sub, mini, super, hyper, ultra, inter, auto, neo, semi, vice 

 

Q.8)Prepare words by using following suffixes : 

          al, ance, ry, ism, ment, ness, sion, ion, ity, hood, ship, dom, er, ize/ise, en, ify, ate, able, 

ant, ar, ary, ate, ful, ible, ic, ive, ish, less, ous, some, y, en, ing, ly, ward, wise, est,   

 

 



Q.9) Choose the word similar in meaning to the underlined word in the following sentences: 

1. The young man went on the study tour with his companions. 

a) accomplices     b)comrades   c)friends    d)relatives 

2.She has an air of detachment 

a)coolness   b)impartiality     c)aloofness    d)injustice 

3.Mahatma Gandhi professed non-violence as the greatest virtue in life. 

a)taught   b) practised   c)offered    d)preached 

4.The tendency of the Indian civilization is to elevate the moral being. 

a) spread   b) lift high      c)teach     d)learn 

5. The man proved to be a notorious gambler since he was often seen with loads of money. 

a) bad    b)miserly     c)famous     d)badly reputed 

6.The company is going bankrupt because it has never given a thought to changing market 

conditions. 

a)debt-ridden    b)corrupt     c)deceitful     d)closed 

7.Mr. Ramesh paid regular visits to the dentist. 

a) normal   b)random    c)customary   d)usual 

8. A junior officer is answerable to his senior officer. 

a) responsive   b)responsible   c) accountable    d)obedient 

9.He definitely knew that the man in an overcoat shot dead his father because he had held a 

pistol in hand. 

a) tentatively    b)rightly    c) certainly    d)infinitely 

10.The contract between the two parties was for five years. 

a)agreement     b)collaboration    c) liaison     d) term 

 

Q.10)Select the appropriate words from those given in brackets which can be used with the 

words given: 

1------------welcome (hot, lukewarm, smouldering, warm) 

2-----------ambition (tall, big, high,huge) 

3-------------one’s duty  (do, make,activate, implement) 

4------------knowledge (ordinary, general , simple, obvious) 

5.-------------an offence  (perform, make, do, commit) 

 

Q.11) Choose the appropriate antonyms of the underlined words in the following sentences 

: 

1. The task was so complicated that he could not accomplish it in time. 

a) ordinary    b)difficult     c)silly     d)simple 

2.She is very systematic in keeping her things in the cupboard. 

a)careful    b)disorganized    c)meticulous     d)methodical 

3.They kept the students inactive for a long time. 

a)working    b)tranquil     c)interested    d)busy 

4.Some industries make profits in times of war. 



a)emergency   b)co-operation    c)aggression   d)peace 

5.People are often careless about the use of their time. 

a) diligent     b)expert     c)aware     d)ready 

 

Q.12) Fill in the gaps in the following table by supplying appropriate forms of the words: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.13) Use the words given in the brackets in the appropriate forms. 

1. He is a --------boy who doesn’t stop talking even while driving.(talk) 

2. She --------------to be an astronaut.(desire) 

3. His speech and manners are---------(saint) 

4. Now a days students are busy --------------online.(chat) 

5.The ------------batsman hit a century in his first international match.(open) 

6. Sunil and Sunita are --------------married (happy) 

7.The emperor was wise and -------------(friendly) 

8.The student is  -------------to his teacher(answerable) 

Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverb 

- - special - 

- surprise - - 

product - - - 

- expand - gainfully 

smile - - - 

- - - silently 

- desire - - 

- - expressive - 

meaning - - - 

Symbol    

 Satisfy   

Oppress    

  Sweltering  

discrimination    

- - favourite - 

 fascinate - - 

beauty    

   impressively 

 introduce   

  various  

mystery    

thought    

 confuse   

   completely 

wisdom    



9. The scientist was --------------about the results of the experiment.(optimism) 

10.The commander --------------the response of his subordinates.(appreciation)  

Q.14) Match the words from Group A with their meaning in the Group B: 

      

             A                                                                                             B 

1. Hamlet                                                   a)dishonest or unscrupulous 

2. Snow-capped                                         b) community of people smaller than a village 

3. Crooked                                                 c) a person who believes that his race is superior  

                                                                          to others racist 

4. Wallow                                                  d) to live self-indulgently 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


